Sure beats the 'brar

This student didn't quite make it to the library yesterday afternoon. The reflecting pool outside and a rather wet frisbee game proved too much of a temptation for him. There will be plenty of days to "thrust it out at the 'brar" as the semester wears on, but the reflecting pool will soon be drained and frisbee weather will turn to frost.

U.S. only nation to vote U.N. resolution condemning Israel

The United States yesterday vetoed a Security Council resolution demanding that the Israeli army in southern Lebanon remove "obstacles to the restoration of normal conditions in the areas under its occupation."

The vote was 14-1.

The resolution called on Israel "to respect strictly the rights of the civilian population under its occupation." It demanded that Israel open all roads and lift restrictions on the movement of people and goods and the operation of Lebanese government institutions.

Warren Clark, the U.S. representative at the council, cast the veto and said, "We cannot be a party to an unbalanced solution which takes one-sided, myopic look at only one part of the problem.

"We believe it is unrealistic and unreasonable for the council to address the question of foreign forces in southern Lebanon and humanitarian and security problems there, without dealing with these same problems in all of Lebanon," he added.

He referred to Syran and Palestinian forces that control much of northern and eastern Lebanon.

Lebanese Ambassador Rachid Fakhoury, who introduced the draft resolution through council member Malta, said after the vote that his country "deeply regrets the opposition of a friendly superpower, the United States, to a resolution limited to humanitarian aspects."

He thanked the council members voting in favor for "feeling the human tragedy of 800,000 Lebanese living under Israeli occupation and inhuman practices."

SMC counseling center offers more than senior career guidance service

By SHARON HOUK

Desperate seniors seeking employment are not the only students to whom the Saint Mary's Counseling and Career Development Center caters. Even freshmen can take advantage of programs ranging from career guidance to rating concerns groups.

The center offers a wide variety of programs this year designed for all undergraduate students. Career development is of special interest to seniors, but the center offers programs for students from their freshman year through graduation.

According to the center's director, Mary DePauw, it is important that students start considering career directions at the beginning of their college years. Providing freshmen with a smoother transition is the center's focus for the incoming class.

The center's programs for freshmen include a workshop on academic skills and a special one-hour program entitled "Freshman Goal Exploration: A 4 Year Plan." On Sept. 12 from 6:30-7:30 p.m. in Regina Hall.

The center also provides homophones with career development programs and workshops on choosing a major. Juniors and seniors may take advantage of such programs as Resume Writing, Interviewing Skills, and Assertive Job Search Tactics.

All students have access to the recently updated, reorganized and expanded Career Resource Center located in 168 LeMann Hall. The Career Resource Center contains resource material on nearly every aspect of making a career choice. In a comfortable atmosphere, a student may browse through books on topics such as stress management, the Peace Corps, specific job vacancies and internships. The shelves also hold literature from many corporations and organizations as well as a reference guide to the career choices and addresses of recent Saint Mary's alumnae.

The Counseling and Career Development Center at Saint Mary's was established in 1977 when the counseling center and the career development center were consolidated. DePauw says she feels personal issues cannot be separated from career development. A more efficient and effective program is provided by a single center addressing various student needs.

Since DePauw became director of the center in the fall of 1980 there has been significant growth in programs offered. The center has always offered programs for undergraduates, but is continually adjusting itself to student needs.

DePauw stresses that the center does not function as a vocational compass. She says she believes students can be overly concerned about molding themselves to a certain image, and as a result their own education. Others neglect development.
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Irish Extra - page 9
McDonald's Corporation announced yesterday it will donate to the city of Las Vegas the site of the restaurant where 21 people were killed by a gunman in July. — The Observer

In Brief

The Notre Dame Archives recently received the archival records of Pax Christi USA, the American branch of the international Catholic peace movement. Materials include correspondence, annual reports, press releases, minutes of executive council meetings, news releases and newspaper articles written by and about the group. Pax Christi USA maintains related Catholic peace movement records, including the papers of the Catholic Peace Fellowship and of Pax Christi USA's president, Auxiliary Bishop Thomas J. Gumbleton of Detroit. — The Observer

The Notre Dame Shakespeare Society and the Student Activities Board Cultural Arts Commission are sponsoring a trip to the Stratford Drama Festival during Fall Break. The trip will be held in mid-October, date and place for each arranged by advance correspondence. Financial records, petitions, minutes of executive council meetings are available to seniors and graduate students. — The Observer

The views expressed in the Inside column are the views of the author, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board or staff.

Weather

Windy and warm today and tonight with highs in the mid 80s and lows in the mid 70s. However, a thunderstorm could pass through this evening, and the next few days will bring scattered showers.

First Five Points. Whip up to Michigan. Then an OC kegger.

Hands down, McDonald's is the winner in the great fast-food race

Somehow on Madison Avenue someone has convinced someone that Burger King has a chance of beating out McDonald's. Forlorn. I don't like Burger King. After being pummeled this summer by television ads espousing the greatness of flame broiling, I decided one day to visit Burger King and try this great new concoction. I'll try it once a week at least. I got my Whopper, a huge, terrible thing, and I was not impressed. I thought about giving it up. But somehow Burger King persists with its petty advertisements. In the first quarter of '84, Burger King commanded the fast-food industry with 34 percent of the market. Burger King, all in second place, held only 25 percent. The only reason Burger King is in second place is that Wendy's is in third. Do Burger King think that Americans can't wait at night to decide between a Whopper and a Big Mac? Someone tell me that Madison Avenue folks that the Burger King ad is the best one. The American public has already decided: it's McDonald's hands down.

As far as I'm concerned the only people who are trying to make us think we like Pepsi more than Coke is the beer industry. In the first quarter of '84, 29 percent of the market was owned by the beer industry. Burger King, of course, is not in second place. Burger King is third place. And that's way behind Pepsi. And that's why I don't like Whoppers.

Drunk Driving and The Observer

Twenty-four people in Indiana are injured or killed each day in drunk-driving crashes. Among your age group, drunk driving is the number one cause of death. We've heard all this before — now it's time to think about it. On weekend nights, one out of every ten drivers on the road is drunk. Don't let that one be you.
Khadafy regains post after coup attempt fails

Associated Press

EDITOR'S note: Correspondent John Wm Miller recently spent nine days in Libya on his second extended visit to the North African nation. The sources for this story included visits to the mother camp for future retaliation or diplomatic renegotiations.

Four months after surviving a coup attempt, Col. Muammar Khadafy has regained full control of the country using youthful shock troops, prison camps and televised executions by strangulation.

During 15 years of nearly absolute rule of this North African nation, the 42-year-old Khadafy has survived at least six coup attempts, diplomats say.

But the last one, on May 8, against Khadafy's heavily fortified barracks home in Tripoli was different. This time it wasn't the military but a small band of civilians that carried out the attempt. Most of the commanders, perhaps a dozen, were trapped by Libyan forces in an apartment building and killed, sources say.

For the next month and a half, Libya was swept by a reign of terror initiated by Khadafy and carried out by fanatic young supporters known as Revolutionary Committees.

The armed youths prowled the streets, arresting anyone they deemed suspicious. Shots rang out throughout the nights almost to the end of June, residents said.

Diplomats said 12 people officially were executed but the number may be closer to 120.

"Seven were brutally strangled after coup attempt fails

"Khadafy's relations with the army are off and on all the time," said one diplomat, citing the number of military coup attempts. "They get special privileges in stores, homes, cars," Khadafy, he said.

"I'm trying to keep in touch with friends. The kids slapped them on their faces," one diplomat said.

The public executions ended because of pressure at home and from other Arab countries, the diplomats said.

As many as 5,000 people - including prisoners - were rounded up by the Revolutionary Committees and locked up in "concentration camps" in the desert, they said. Many were only held a few days until they could prove who they were, said the diplomats, who said they estimated "thousands" remained imprisoned.

At the end of June, the Revolutionary Committees disappeared from the streets but they are still around - if operating more discreetly. Diplomats believe there are only a few thousand people in the Revolutionary Committees but that they are enough to control the country.

"As long as you have a big army and the Revolutionary Committees, it is easy to control the country. There are only 3.5 million Libyans, after all," one diplomat said.

There is, however, growing frustration among the civilian population because of a shortage of consumer goods caused by dwindling oil revenues and Khadafy's attempts to wipe out small businesses and replace them with government-run stores.

"As Khadafy's relations with the army are off and on all the time," said one diplomat, citing the number of military coup attempts. "They get special privileges in stores, homes, cars," he said.

Two men were in comas after coup attempt fails

A scaring Southern California heat wave has tripled temperature records in two days, knocked out power to almost 100,000 people and hospitalized several people with heat exhaustion. Officials said Thursday the worst may be over.

Thousands felt to the beaches, classes were shortened in over-heated schoolrooms and air conditioners cracked up to high-speed record amounts of electricity.

"It was a tradition which had been outgrown and needed to be modified," Hastings commented. "The new program was a huge success, largely due to the commitment and enthusiasm of the orientation counselors. Those leaders did such an outstanding job that they were really appreciated.

Hastings said that the official commitment of the orientation counselors to Notre Dame was crucial in making sure that freshmen "were over that initial homesickness of the first few months." Most orientation counselors, however, plan to continue their involvement with their orientation group.

"I'm trying to keep in touch with my group and plan activities with other groups and with similar groups at Notre Dame," said Cole.

"The program's been such a success already that I want to continue their involvement with their orientation group.

California heat wave sets records, brings on power outages, injuries

Associated Press
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Japan, South Korea begin friendly relations

Associated Press

Japan and South Korea moved toward a new relationship yesterday with the historic visit of South Korean President Chun Doo-hwan and a statement of contrition by Emperor Hirohito for the "unfortunate past" that has divided the two Asian neighbors.

Chun, the first Korean leader ever to visit the former colonial master of the Korean peninsula, arrived yesterday afternoon for a three-day visit and is expected to see high-level security measures ever taken by Japanese police.

Several hours after his arrival, Chun met privately with Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone for 90 minutes. Foreign Ministry spokesman Shiro Amaye said the Japanese leader praised South Korea both for its defense efforts and its attempts to improve dialogue with communist North Korea.

But the climax of the day, and probably of the trip, came Thursday evening at a state banquet when Hirohito, 83, delivered an anticipated expression of regret for Japan's past domination of Korea.

"It is indeed regrettable that there was an unfortunate past between us for a period in this century, and I believe that it should not be repeated again," he said.

Hirohito's statement stopped short of the direct apology demanded by many Koreans, who remain bitter about Japan's harsh colonial subjugation of the Korean peninsula from 1910 until 1945.

Hirohito added that he hoped Chun's visit would further promote the "new-born relationship between our two countries."

Hirohito, who became emperor in 1926, was regarded as a semi-divine ruler over Japan and its vassals until 1945 when World War II ended, although the military held actual power. He is now symbolic head of state.

In his address, Chun said he had been "listening seriously" to the emperor's remarks on the past, and said the "unfortunate past should be made to serve as the cultivation of an even closer relationship between Korea and Japan in the future."

He too spoke of the "beginning of the new-era of partnership."
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ing an understanding of their marketable skills.

"Liberal arts skills are the essential marketable skills," says DePauw. In her opinion, conceptual problem-solving, communication, and human relations are key in career success.

The center's structure as a combined counseling and career center makes it a rarity in collegiate services, DePauw said. The same counselor offers liberal arts internships and a career counseling program offers an eating disorders group.

DePauw says she is pleased with this rounded approach, and adds that her center hopes to challenge the students "to look at the social justice implications of any career decision." She says it is a mistake to limit social justice to temporary volunteer programs.

The center publishes their "Red Tape" Bulletin monthly to announce programs and provide other important information about its services.
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South Korean President Chun Doo-hwan reviews the honor guard at Cheongwadae Palace during welcoming ceremonies yesterday in Tokyo. Both sides have heralded the three-day visit as marking a 'new beginning' in the unhappy relations that have persisted between the two neighbors. Story at left.

Chun's visit engendered hunger strikes and sometimes violent clashes between students and police in South Korea, and numerous demonstrations among leftists and Korean residents in Japan.

The South Korean protesters say Japan has not properly atoned for past wrongdoings, that Tokyo is supporting Chun's repressive policies and that the trip promotes a military alliance among Japan, South Korea and the United States.

Tokyo police said 8,400 leftists rallied against the visit in Tokyo locations Thursday, and eight people were arrested.

PRE SEASON SUPER CLOTHING SPECIAL

by RETURN DEMAND
"THE RACK SO CHEAP-IT'S ALMOST FREE"

10% off All New Ski Wear
Adult Down Parkas as low as $5,000
Adult Down Cardigans as low as $5,000
Adult Down Jackets as low as $5,000
Adult Gloves as low as $5,000
Adult Bibs as low as $5,000

Duofold t-necks $6.00
Uxv Goggles $5.00
Kid's Pajamas $10.00
Kid's Ski Pants $20.00
Kid's Parkas as low as $20.00
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AP Photo
Israeli political leaders make deal; to share power in new government

Under the agreement, Peres will serve as prime minister for the first 24 months and then Shamir will take over. Shamir and Peres will serve as foreign minister and deputy premier under each other.

Labor will hold the defense portfolio for the entire term, while all economy-related ministries will go to Likud.

Former Defense Minister Ariel Sharon will serve as minister of trade and industry and will be a member of the inner Cabinet, Israeli television reported. Sharon has been a minister without portfolio in Shamir's Cabinet since he lost the Defense Ministry post last year when a commission of inquiry found him indirectly responsible for the massacre of hundreds of Palestinians in Lebanon by Israeli-allied Christian militias.

We are in complete agreement over the composition of the Cabinet and the sharing of labor," Peres said after the meeting. "What is left to be done is to write down the guidelines and the coalition agreement."

Shamir told reporters that pending party approval, he hoped a government could be presented to the Knesset, or Parliament, next week. The agreement must be approved by both parties before Peres can present his government to the Knesset. The parties disagree on the future of Jewish settlements in the occupied West Bank and the Israeli peace initiative with Jordan.

Reserve book room's copying policy changes

By ERIK HICKEY

A 1978 law restricting reproduction of copyrighted materials caused the Memorial Library's reserve book room to change its policy concerning the photocopying of copyrighted materials, said Reserve Book Department Head Ann Kearney.

As before, an article or a chapter of a copyrighted manuscript may be copied and used for one semester, but continued use will generally require special permission. "We do what is within the law. We don't want to get sued," Kearney said.

A study which Kearney completed last September and presented(5,12),(995,993) to Library Director Robert Miller, the Library Administrative Committee, and other administrative groups included the University Council spurred the changes.

The new policy is not expected to interfere with normal use of the reserve book room. The teaching staff's reaction should not be exceedingly adverse because the library has been successful in the past obtaining permission from publishing companies to photocopy copyrighted materials, Kearney said.

Stanford University and Penn State University have implemented similar policies as a result of the 1978 law.

The library intends to keep one copy of requested materials on hand for every 10 to 15 students, but will not ask publishers for permission to make more than 10 copies of a given work, although this permission is often volunteered, Kearney said.

Mrs. Reagan consoles teen about father

Canby, Ore. - A 13-year-old girl taking part in a discussion on drugs Thursday with Nancy Reagan told the first lady that her father smokes marijuana "all the time." Additionally, she said her parents don't want to pressurize her to drink or take drugs.

When Mrs. Reagan joined the students for a class picture a short time later, she spoke quietly with her for a few minutes.

The girl later told reporters that the first lady had told her "stand hard and try to talk to my father."

"I'll tell him that I talked to her and that she said it's a better idea to stop smoking as soon as possible."

Get to the answers faster. With the TI-55-II.

What you need to tackle the higher mathematics of a science or engineering curriculum are more functions than a simple slide-rule calculator has.

Enter the TI-55-II, with 112 powerful functions. You can work faster and more accurately with the TI-55-II because it's preprogrammed to perform complex calculations - like definite integrals, linear regression and hyperbolics - at the touch of a button. And it can also be programmed to do repetitive problems without reentering the entire formula.

Included is the Calculator Decision-Making Sourcebook. It makes the process of using the TI-55-II even simpler, and shows you how to use all the power of the calculator. Get to the answers faster. Let a TI-55-II show you how.
Brazilian theologian faces doctrinal interrogation

Associated Press

Leonardo Boff, a Brazilian theologian who faces doctrinal interrogation at the Vatican today, says he seeks only to help the poor and oppressed. "I prefer to go with the church, rather than to walk alone with my theology," he said in a recent interview. Boff, 45, is a leading spokesman of liberation theology, a Latin American movement that preaches the liberating force of the Gospel against social oppression and says the church should actively side with the poor.

Critics charge that liberation theology endorses Marxism. Boff denies it, but says Marxism is "instrumental" in discovering what makes poor people poor, and says Karl Marx is "typical of great spirits who seriously dedicated themselves to thinking and who unveiled new dimensions of reality." These new dimensions threaten to split the traditional, Rome-centered church and the progressive clergy in Brazil and other Third World countries.

On Monday, the Vatican's Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, formerly in the Inquisitional Office, released a report on liberation theology, explicitly rejecting Marxism as an instrument for analyzing social conditions.

In reply at a Brazilian Bishops' Conference, the ruling body of this country's strongly active church, issued a verse statement urging a "close study" of Boff's writings to avoid "errors about the faulty and legitimate liberation theology."

"My summons to Rome, is a global judgement of our church, that goes into the cellars of society and attends to the outcasts, the miserable and the poor," Boff said at a news conference before his departure. Ironically, however, Boff says he was strongly influenced in his graduate studies by West German Cardinal Joseph Rattinger - the head of the Holy Congregation who will be his interrogator in Rome.

Rattinger has accused liberation theology of "denying the faith of the church" and critical ideologies which "use Marxist analysis to interpret not only history and the life of society but also the very Bible and the Christian message." Boff has written numerous articles and three books. The last one, "Church Charism and Power," published in 1980 and not yet available in English, was condemned by an archbishop in Brazil.

The Vatican report took pains to emphasize church concern for the poor and oppressed but critics point out the link between liberation theology and Marxist revolutionary ideas.

The Marxist theory of class struggle underlies liberation theology's aims of freeing the poor from wealthy landowners, military dictators and foreign capital interests, the Vatican said.

The book is a collection of 13 essays that also show the controversy 'liberation theology' has generated in Latin America. Story at left.

The book is a collection of 13 essays that also show the controversy 'liberation theology' has generated in Latin America. Story at left.

Buchanan sees presence of Marxism in 'liberation theology' movement

Associated Press

In "liberation theology," Christ's words are wielded as a weapon to help the poor and oppressed. But the Vatican is growing increasingly uneasy over signs of Marxism in the movement.

Earlier this week, the Vatican declared that the liberation theology "applies Marxist theory to interpret not only history and the life of society but also the very Bible and the Christian message." Boff has written numerous articles and three books. The last one, "Church Charism and Power," published in 1980 and not yet available in English, was condemned by an archbishop in Brazil.

The Vatican report took pains to emphasize church concern for the poor and oppressed but critics point out the link between liberation theology and Marxist revolutionary ideas.

The Marxist theory of class struggle underlies liberation theology's aims of freeing the poor from wealthy landowners, military dictators and foreign capital interests, the Vatican said.

The book is a collection of 13 essays that also show the controversy 'liberation theology' has generated in Latin America. Story at left.

Boff was born in Brazil and is famous for his work in Latin America.
Mondale not likely to gain from Reagan’s Mideast failures

Stepping out

President Reagan steps out of Air Force One at Andrews Air Force Base, Md., Wednesday after a flight from Chicago. A seal on a stove caused a loss of pressure. A vent broke during the flight, forcing the pilot to drop altitude before he took office, while acknowledging a permanent peace still is not at hand.

But if the Mideast setbacks cost Reagan significantly at the polls... it will be because voters conclude on their own that the effort wasn’t worth the cost.

U.S. Embassy in Beirut on April 18, 1983 that killed 63 persons, including an inflation rate of more than 400 percent.

And Mondale also supports.

There are differences in the positions of the two candidates. Mondale says he would move the U.S. Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, a move opposed by the administration. He also says he wouldn’t sell AWACS and other sophisticated arms to moderate Arab nations as the administration has done.

Both Reagan and Mondale would be expected to push anew for starting Arab-Israeli peace with Reagan receiving his initiative and Mondale favoring the more ambiguous negotiations proposed in the Camp David accords. Neither would appear to want to get extensively involved in Lebanon, barring some dramatic events.

In fiscal 1985, to help Israel out of its bumpy beginnings. They are particularly pleased by the start of a strategic U.S.-Israeli military relationship, which Mondale also supports.
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Every year, somebody nice, or small town to do, decides to write an article or term paper asking the question: "Is Notre Dame still Catholic?" A Catholic, by whose standards? but that would seem to be an entirely different question. Catholicism is not Catholic now in the way it was Catholic in 1944; however, the Catholic Church wasn't Catholic in the way it was in 1944. Yet the 1944 model of Catholicism is the only model a few highly conservative Catholics appreciate. In 1944, the Church was still closed in like a ghetto, defending itself against the Protestants. In 1940, a poll for the pope proposed opening the windows of the Church, letting in the fresh winds of change and updating. The word "Catholic" has implied something less narrow and monolithic ever since.

I am not a theologian or a flaming liberal. I was ordained in 1954, and lived very comfortably inside the ghetto, and happily within the safe and privileged there. I've done my share of resisting the changes, and I still get confused by the various commentaries of young priests. I've learned to live with the fact that there are different styles of being Catholic. That doesn't mean you can believe just anything and still be credible as a Catholic. The word Catholic includes ancient, modern, and future worlds beyond the imaginations of the Baltimore catechism with its simple questions. Martin Luther and Hans Kung are Catholic, as much as you may regret them. The "Syllabus of Errors" was Catholic, though if you were familiar with their writings, you would have James Joyce's "Ulysses" as Catholic as the cathedral at Chartres, though it parodies Holy Ireland. The European theologians with tough sounding names and philosophical systems from thinkers who claim God is dead, as a way of freshening Catholic dogmas: The Berrigan protests Viennese were Catholic, and the German Green's whisky priest who was imprisoned for being a Catholic priest. Catholic poets, like St. Francis and Gerard Manley Hopkins, have celebrated the physical universe, showplace of God's overwhelming glory, as a sacrament of the Catholic Church. Christ who redeemed the world into Catholic, "Catholic" is not just a local watchword of tribal loyalty describing students making the pledge in the basement of the Student Union.

I can write the article asking if Notre Dame is Catholic, though I'm not an expert on religion. Of course I can write it, if I have the humility to recognize my limitations as an observer, and as a musician I'm filled with the awe and mystery of believing in Christ as the Lord, we still have standards. Creeds, sacraments, and customs keep me reasonably tolerant: the first is what Christ said and I have other sheep that are not of this fold." The second is from St. Paul, "I am not soon to be silenced, as though in a mirror." The world style is not a theologcal term; it's a way of describing the differences among believers. Some Christians are self-taught, they live by their Bibles in hand, willing and able to cite chapter and verse. Some place their trust in the intercessions of the Virgin Mary, Lourdes and Fatima, for them the Church is the Church of first events and events than the Sermon on the Mount. Some pay a lot of attention to the charismatic experiences, like speaking in tongues. Some become passionate in their care of the two cathedral buildings (played by Alison Eastwood and Penny [Jennifer Beals]). Block's heartwarming devotion that he be on call 24 hours a day, and as such, the kids see more of his lookalike than him. In any event they still greatly favor Block to their mother.

Block has another problem. He craves sex and spends much of his time in a road trip and some memorable entertainment, you might want to venture to Merrillvile, Indiana where Rich Little and Ann Jillian will be performing at the Hallmark of the movie. Performances will start at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 7:30 p.m. and ticket price is $4.95. For more information call 760-660-0124.

The movie is set in the present day of the mysterious world of Louisiana, a state where the Catholic Church is still closed in like a ghetto. In 1944, the Church was still closed in like a ghetto, defending itself against the Protestants. In 1940, a poll for the pope proposed opening the windows of the Church, letting in the fresh winds of change and updating. The word "Catholic" has implied something less narrow and monolithic ever since.
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A calmer Faust heads into his fourth season

After three disappointing years, the Irish coach is learning to deal with the pressures of his job

Gerry Faust
I rish head coach

By LARRY BURKE
Spor ts Writer

Gerry Faust is through talking. He's had it with all the ups and downs that the 1983 season produced. He's heard all the rumors, survived the negative publicity and listened to the grumbling of disappointed fans. Most of all, he's lusted through the intense pressure that has been building over the past three years.

Better change that last part to alluded pressure. How's that? Well, as much as it may surprise some people, Irish head coach Gerry Faust is as calm and relaxed as ever - just the way a head coach should be. And he is well aware of the truth of the old saying - "Talent is cheap." The important thing, says Faust, is that talk and speculation mean very little. "I am not saying that I want to win the game. But I want us to do our best and we have that," says Faust.

One needs to be more than just the way that Faust feels the same way.

The Boilers return 17 lettermen, but last half of their starters from last season. Many players got the chance to play in 83, but many still lack game experience.

Purdue's offense against Notre Dame's defense:

The Irish defense, apparently the only aspect of the team with a winning record. Notre Dame also avoided the big play, a problem Notre Dame's defense that stopped the Eagles when the game was on the line.

As tough as the Irish were against BC, Faust believes that the best is yet to come. "We were a better football team this spring than we were after the Boston College game," says Faust. "I thought we were a good football team against BC, but I thought that by the end of the spring we had improved even more. Our goal was to get better than we were in the spring for the Purdue game, and we know that that game didn't go well."

But Faust does know that there is a lot to be exited about as far as his 1984 squad is concerned. "The young men came back this summer in top shape," says the Irish coach, "and they've worked awfully hard. They really have a closeness that I think

The Game Plan:
Talented Irish could make life miserable for outmatched Boilermakers if they are able to avoid giving the big play

By THERON ROBERTS
Spor ts Writer

In most people's minds, the most difficult aspect of the Purdue game for Notre Dame will be getting the 145 boxloads of students to arrive at the Hoover Dome Saturday before the 12:30 p.m. start.

However, even after last season's 52-6 mauling of the Boilermakers, Head Coach Gerry Faust is preaching caution about the 1984 Purdue squad. "Purdue is a heck of a team," Faust says. "Any team that gains over 400 total yards against you is a pretty good offensive team. I'd also like to see a football team that can win and has seven lettermen in a game. This is a new year, we're not playing a game last year, and I'm sure Purdue feels the same way." The Boilers return 17 lettermen, but last half of their starters from last season. Many players got the chance to play in 83, but many still lack game experience.

Purdue's offense against Notre Dame's defense:

The Irish defense, apparently the only aspect of the Notre Dame attack which has a weakness, could suffer if the newcomers in the secondary unravel.

Defensive coordinator Andy Christoff has implemented an attacking defense, which could make the Irish vulnerable to giving up the big play. A problem Notre Dame suffered last season, in addition to giving up short gains.

"We will be looking to make more big plays on defense ourselves," Christoff says. With five players available to fill the three line positions, the Irish should have no problem controlling the line of scrimmage. Add the talent of Notre Dame's hard-hitting linebackers, and domination is a possibility.

Purdue does have experience on its offensive line, but you won't see the names of the linemen dominating all America lists. Even though Purdue's line averages 6-2, 264 pounds, expect to see Irish blue to the Boiler backfield.

Of Purdue's seven offensive starters gone from 1983, five of them were in the skill positions. Purdue was wiped out in the backfield, losing its three leading ground gainers. Rodney Carter, who saw limited action last season after starting at fullback in 1982, has moved to tailback.
Andy Christoff of the Irish defense has new look this year thanks to Andy Christoff, Notre Dame's defensive coordinator. Christoff arrived in February after a year as a defensive coordinator at Stanford and six at Oregon — four as defensive coordinator and two as linebacker coach. While at Stanford, Christoff helped raise the Cardinal from last in first to pass defense, and from tenth to sixth in total defense. For Notre Dame, the change from last season's 5-2 set-up is a subtle one, but the versatility and aggressiveness that the 3-4 allows will make possible a more intense defense.

"If you're in a basic 5-2 alignment, you're more predictable than in a 3-4," explains Christoff. "They're both essentially the same alignment. The difference is just philosophically, but the 3-4 gives you a combination of ten people interchangable, whereas with the 5-2 you must rotate four more specifically. The 3-4 set will add an extra dimension of uncertainty with which the opposing offense must deal. In utilizing the three-man front and four linemen, one of the line backers may then become a down lineman based on a call within the defense. This then creates a 4-3 alignment and eliminates tendencies that may be picked up by the offense on the line of scrimmage.

"We can create the same problems for blocking schemes out of a 5-2 by just designating one of our four linebackers to be a down lineman," says Christoff. "That creates confusion for the offense because they don't know which linebacker will become a down lineman or which three will be involved in the pass coverage until the snap of the ball. With the linebacker doing this (becoming a down lineman), he gains more freedom (than in 5-2) and we can be more aggressive."

In the past, the Irish defense has finished the year looking quite impressive on paper, but not quite so impressive on the field because of occasional lapses that often provided opponents with a key break. In the 1982 season, the Irish fell to 13th allowing 263.9 yards per game. Even more impressive was the meager 95.5 yards per game rushing offense allowed to the Irish in eighth position among all Division I A schools. Covering the pass, however, was a more of a problem at Notre Dame ranking a distant 60th allowing 366.8 yards a game. In 1983, ND's 286.7 yards per game average was good enough for 14th place in the total defense category.

The rushing defense... Faust... is important. They're doing things well, and we're still getting better. "We have good senior leadership, which I think is very important in a football team every year. We have a lot of seniors and upperclassmen playing, and the players have a great attitude." The team's attitude was something that was held in question last year, especially after the Irish lost their last three regular season games by a grand total of ten points. But 1984 will be a different year, according to Faust. "Attitude-wise, I don't think there's any comparison between the attitude of our football team now and any of the past three years," says Faust. "I think that the attitude we have now is the attitude that I have been working to try to get in our football program, and I think we have it now."

The new attitude is just the beginning, however, according to Faust. He knows that a successful 1984 can only mean hope for an even brighter future for the Fighting Irish. "I've been looking forward to this season since the Liberty Bowl," says the Irish coach. "And from now on I think as long as we keep recruiting well in years to come, and keep building upon the program we have now, I think we're going to really be solid." Because this is his fourth season as head coach at Notre Dame, this year will be the first that Faust is coaching a team comprised entirely of his own recruits. This gives the Irish an edge, primarily because Faust is an outstanding evaluator of high school talent. "We've recruited the kind of people that can play the style of defense and defense that we want to play," says Faust. "A lot of the young players have been in the system a year or two, so it's a very important thing. I think I feel more comfortable about the personnel that we've recruited because they've come here because it's Notre Dame and I know that we've recruited them, and that's helped out a lot. We have recruited for reasons of the style of offense and defense that we want to play, plus personnel — we want a couple spots, depth-wise — but I think there's a big difference."

A lot of Notre Dame fans might disagree, saying that 1984 will undoubtedly be a disappointment as the past three years. While Faust could let this attitude bother him, he is instead resigned to the reality that he cannot change the opinion of the fans — right now, that is. "I'm not going to try and sell the fans," says Faust. "They can feel how they want to feel, think what they want to think. That's their business. I think that all the talk is done, so there's no sense talking. All I'm concerned about is how they feel at the end of the season, not how they feel before the season. I couldn't care less about what people think before the season. I want them to see what they think at the end of the season, that's when it counts."

"Optimism, or talking, doesn't prove anything. It's how the season goes, what the players do with the season, what they do with the wins on the scoreboard, that's what really counts." Bring on the Boilermakers.

By ED DOMANSKY
Sports Writer
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Gerry Faust's Coaching Record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>5-6-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>6-4-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>7-5-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18-15-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of Faust Recruited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jim Everett

Purdue quarterback

"We believe that we have enough depth to keep our people fresh so that if at any time during the game we need a burst of freshness, we can get it."

The Irish defensive unit is young and inexperienced in some places because of the losses of such individuals as Don Atchuck, Peerless Johnson, Stacey Toran and Chris Brown, but Christoff is optimistic that all will run smoothly.

"The positions with experience should help make up for the inexperience," says Faust. "We will certainly get stronger as the season goes on.

The recent loss of outside linebacker Mike Larkin for six to eight weeks will take away some speed and quickness, but depth at the position is a plus for the Irish.

As for Purdue, Christoff is preparing his unit for just about anything.

"In the first game, you don't know what a team will run based on the previous season. They may have changed in the spring or in the fall camp, so we must prepare for everything that they might do."

"Based on what we know from last year, though, Purdue has the versatility of both the run and the pass so we must be prepared to stop them both."

The alignment will be a 3-4. Aggressiveness and versatility will be featured. But only the regular season will determine how well it all goes together.
The center of attention: Mike Kelley may never be a household word, but the ND backfield knows his true value

By JOE BRUNETTI
Sports Writer

In football the offensive line is a job without glory. Lineman receive little of the credit or recognition. You'd almost never see a lineman's name on the headline of the sports page. Yet they do the dirty work for the offensive backs. Without the help of offensive linemen, guys like Joe Montana and John Riggins would have never accomplished what they have.

This aspect may bother some lineman, but Notre Dame center Mike Kelley doesn’t mind the lack of attention his position receives.

"It doesn't bother me to play center as long as I know I'm doing my job and giving 100 percent," says Kelley. "If Allen Pinkett goes out and runs for 1300 yards and I know I was a part of that, it makes me happy."

The 266-pound senior played mostly tackle and some guard throughout high school and his first two years under the Dome. As a sophomore Kelley started all eleven games for the Irish at the tackle spot. Then, in the 1982 spring drills he was moved to the center position in which he played all twelve games for the Irish in 1983. Along with playing the most minutes of any Notre Dame lineman last season, Kelley also received a honorable mention pick on the Associated Press All-America team for his outstanding play.

Because of his performance last year, the sociology major enters his last season as a pre-season all American on many lists, but that honor does not phase him.

"It's tough because people are always watching you and if you make a mistake you say shouldn't be making those mistakes," says Kelley. "But I'm going to forget about the recognition and just go out and play football like it was my first year."

"Sure it's an honor, but I'm going to forget about that," Kelley said. "I'm just going to be thankful."

Being moved to a new position is difficult for a player, and Kelley was no exception. He found the transition from tackle to center difficult and unpleasing at first, but now he enjoys his added responsibility.

"I enjoy it. You're right in the middle of the action," he says. "There is more responsibility, especially in the 3-4. I like the guy (noseguard) right on me."

"I've worked to be stronger since the guys I go against are usually 6-2 or 6-3," he explains. "It's hard to get underneath them, but my quickness helps me get off the noseguard a lot quicker."

Playing football in a blue and gold uniform for Notre Dame has been a dream come true for Mike Kelley, who grew up in South Bend and a Notre Dame football fan. Kelley is the son of a former Notre Dame baseball player and has always been a Irish fan.

Like his roommate, linebacker Mike Golic, he feels the highlight of his college football career was last year's 27-6 trouncing of USC in green jerseys. The three-time monogram winner feels that a victory over the Trojans in Los Angeles this year will be an even better remembrance of his college career.

"This year I hope that the biggest thrill will be beating USC out there," says Kelley. "It was great coming out in the green jerseys and beating USC here in Notre Dame Stadium."

Kelley had a strong performance on three relatively unsuccessful Notre Dame teams, including last year's seven-game losing record. Kelley feels that this can really be the year of the Irish because of the extreme depth and experience of this year's squad.

"This is the best offensive team I've been involved with. There is depth at every position," said Kelley. "If Steve Beuerlein goes down, then we have Scott Grooms, and if Allen Pinkett goes down, we have Alonzo Jefferson. When I was a freshman we only had six good linemen, and this year we have nine or ten."

The soft-spoken senior also feels that forgetting the media saying that 'Notre Dame is losing and they should be winning.'

"We need to just go out and do our jobs and see what happens. And then hopefully we can all go out the way for the National Championship."

Kelley's philosophy of "just going out and giving it all your all" comes through in both his play and his individual goals.

"I'm a quiet leader," says Kelley. "Hopefully my play on the field influences the other players."

He just want to stay healthy and have a good year. I want to go out in style my senior year.

With an attitude like Mike Kelley's, you can't go out in anything but style.
**THE GAME**

**Fighting Irish vs. Purdue Boilermakers**

**GAME:**
Indianapolis Hoosier Dome (61,000)
12:30 p.m. EST; Saturday, Sept. 8, 1984

**SITE:**
WNDU-TV (Ch. 16)

**TIME:**
Harry Kalas and George Connor
Notre Dame Mutual Radio Network

**TV-RADIO:**
TCN/Metorsports/ESPN Replay Network
Tony Roberts, Al Woster, Luther Bradley

**SERIES:**
Notre Dame 34, Purdue 19, ties 2
September 10, 1985
Notre Dame 52, Purdue 6

**LAST MEETING:**
Notre Dame 7th, Purdue unranked
September 10, 1983
Notre Dame 52, Purdue 6

**RANKINGS:**
Notre Dame Mutual Radio Network

**TICKETS:**
(2) Enclosed is $30 for one academic year.
Enclosed is $20 for one semester.
(3) Renewal □ N.D. Graduate Class of.
(4) Enclosed is $40 for one academic year.
(5) Mailed to:
The Observer
P.O. Box Q
Notre Dame, IN 46556

**The 1984 Season**

**NOTRE DAME**

SEPT. 8 Purdue at Indy
SEPT. 15 at Michigan State
SEPT. 22 COLORADO
SEPT. 29 at Missouri
OCT. 6 MIAMI
OCT. 13 AIR FORCE
OCT. 20 NORTH CAROLINA
OCT. 27 at L.S.U.
NOV. 3 Navy at Meadowlands
NOV. 17 PENN STATE
NOV. 24 at Southern Cal

**PURDUE**

SEPT. 8 Notre Dame at Indy
SEPT. 15 MIAMI
SEPT. 22 MINNESOTA
SEPT. 29 at Michigan State
OCT. 6 OHIO STATE
OCT. 13 IOWA
OCT. 20 at Illinois
OCT. 27 at Northwestern
NOV. 3 MICHIGAN
NOV. 10 at Wisconsin
NOV. 17 INDIANA

**Football Rule Changes**

The NCAA Football Rules Committee has made several changes which will go into effect during the 1984 season. A couple of those changes will be very noticeable to fans.

• Until this year, defensive pass interference had been a spot penalty—in other words, the ball was moved to the point where the infraction occurred. This season, for the first time, defensive pass interference is a 15-yard penalty and an automatic first down.

• The other noticeable change is on the kickoffs. In order to increase the number of kickoff returns, a new rule states that kickoffs that travel beyond the end zone in the air will be brought out to the 30-yard line, rather than the 20 as in past years.

Other rule changes include:

• Decreasing the amount of legal clips.
• Modifying the rules on "crack back" blocks.
• Making more specific definitions of permissible types of equipment.
• Reducing the penalty for violation of the two-yard zone when a player is making an un molested fair catch from fifteen yards to five yards.
• Penalizing 15 yards on an offensive player who grabs a face mask.

**PEERLESS PROGNOSTICATORS**

Mike Sullivan  
Sports Editor  
$0.00  
Tigers  
Cowboys  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers

Jeff Blumb  
Asst. Sports Editor  
$0.00  
Devils  
Eagles  
Devils  
Devils  
Devils  
Devils  
Devils  
Devils  
Devils  
Devils

Theron Roberts  
Sports Writer  
$0.00  
Eagles  
Gators  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers  
Tigers

Ed Domansky  
Sports Writer  
$0.00  
Gators  
Bears  
Bears  
Bears  
Bears  
Bears  
Bears  
Bears  
Bears  
Bears

Larry Burke  
Guest Celebrity  
$0.00  
Terps  
Devils  
Eagles  
Eagles  
Eagles  
Eagles  
Eagles  
Eagles  
Eagles  
Eagles

Rob Bertino  
Guest Celebrity  
$0.00  
Gators  
Bears  
Gators  
Gators  
Gators  
Gators  
Gators  
Gators  
Gators  
Gators

Paul McLean  
Random Student  
$0.00  
Bears  
Cardinal  
Cardinal  
Cardinal  
Cardinal  
Cardinal  
Cardinal  
Cardinal  
Cardinal  
Cardinal

Each week, the Observer sports staff, a random student picked at the discretion of the sports editor and some well-known figure in the Notre Dame community predict the outcome of the week’s major college football games. Records are compiled as to how each person does against the spread. In other words, it isn’t enough to pick the winner of a given game. The person must pick the winner and give the underdog points. Home team is in CAPS.
Mosquito virus

Dear Editor,

Friday's Observer carried an article entitled "A Merciful Killing" that contains an error I feel must be pointed out. Mr. Cinnamore wrote that "Tracy was bitten by a mosquito carrying a herpes simplex strain of viral encephalitis." Let me say that herpes simplex virus does not cause encephalitis. "Fever blister" or "cold sore" or "fever blister" are common terms for the viral infection caused by herpes simplex virus. It is simply not a mosquito-borne virus. Among 15-24-year-olds, drunk driving is the number one cause of death. The temptation to drink and drive heavily outside the jurisdiction of the Great Alcohol Policy will be high indeed in Indianapolis. The University says drunkenness is a problem among students. Perhaps the Indiana State Police say it's a crime, especially if you're driving. That's definite. Drinking and driving don't mix, but the Great Alcohol Policy seems to have forced the two together. Two separate off-campus parties last weekend each drew crowds of 500 people or more. Police were called to break them up, and some people were actually hurt.

It's scary to think how everyone got home. Among 15- to 24-year-olds, drunk driving is the number one cause of death. According to the Governor's Task Force, each year every 10 drivers during weekend nights is drunk. The statistics are awesome. But think for a moment beyond the statistics: a mother, a father, a teenage brother and the hurt of those who live to remember. Drunk driving breaks hearts.

No one is saying that people should stop drinking or that people should stop having a good time. Just promise yourself and your friends that you'll never drive after you've had too much to drink.

Have a blast in Indianapolis, but hey, let's be careful down there.

Jeff Coyle
Sugbomore

Skorcz response

Dear Editor:

After reading Chris Skorcz's response to the freshmen's Comprehensive Guide to the Campus, we felt compelled to respond immediately. We are freshmen and we were not immediately amused by the infantile nature of the letter.

Mr. Skorcz showed a very obvious deficiency in humor in writing such an asinine response. While we may not be fully accustomed to campus life, we are doing our best, and letters like Skorcz's just give all freshmen a bad name.

What is really disturbing in this case is that up to now we had been impressed by Notre Dame's admission standards and the genuine intelligence exhibited by most everyone we've met. Perhaps Mr. Skorcz should lighten up and take himself a little less seriously.

Fran Theby
Nancy Johns
Levi's Hall

The Observer
P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239-5303
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1984 Irish receiving corps full of talent, experience

By LARRY BURKE
Sports Writer

As is the case with most areas on the 1984 Notre Dame football team, the receiving corps on this year's squad will have proven, experienced performers. The only question is: "Are there enough of them?"

There is certainly plenty of talent among this year's wideouts, but only three of the wide receivers have a substantial amount of playing experience. For that reason, receivers coach Mike Stock will go into the season opener with three players: senior Joe Howard, junior Milt Jackson, and sophomores Alvin Miller at the split end and flanker spots.

"We're going to go with a three-man rotation," said Stock. "Even though through spring practice Pat Canuck (a junior walk-on at the flanker position) has done a real fine job. However, the three people (Howard, Jackson, and Miller) that were the core of the receivers when we finished the season are back with the Liberty Bowl victory, and the ones that were injured last season will be the ones that will rotate much the same in this opening contest against Purdue."

Howard, preparing for his final season of Notre Dame football. No unanimity here in the country with a football/basketball combination can boast the accomplishments of the multi-sport individual as much as the Notre Dame football program.
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Attention Seniors
Senior Class Purdue Party
In Indy!

Before & After Game
La Scala's Bar
110 S. Meridian St. (U.S. 31 S.)
(Monument Circle)

Maps available from Sr. Advisory Council
211 D.S. REQUIRED

Attention Faculty
II

Attention Faculty!!
Friday afternoon 5:30 - 8
stop by to relax and chat
over our drink specials,
fresh jumbo burgers
and the works!!

The Knights of the Castle
Men's Hair Styling of its finest
minutes from campus

The Minneapolis / St. Paul
Men's Haircut Special
$5.00

Welcome Back to Students
272-0312
277-1819

S+555 Terrace Lane
(St. Rd. 25)
Action from Marilyn's

Hair must be Shampooed day of cut.

We are only minutes from campus

Navy Nursing
2 careers in 1!
FIRST — You're a Navy Nurse. You work in a Professional environment and have the opportunity for advanced training. You are also in an immediate supervisory position.
SECOND — You are a Navy Officer. Your duties include travel and adventure. Your benefits and allowances are comparable to civilian nursing.

REQUIREMENTS
BS degree and three-year diploma with one year related experience.

SEND RESUME TO: Navy Medical Programs Room 643
575 N. Pennsylvania
Indianapolis, IN 46204

OR CALL KATHY SCANLON
TOLL FREE: -1-800-382-9782

Abraham decides on Syracuse
Associated Press
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — Taftback Byron Abraham, who on Monday announced his plans to transfer from Notre Dame, said yesterday that he will enroll at Syracuse. One of the most highly recruited football players in New York state after his 1982 senior season, Abraham will be returning home for the Crandies.

He will have to sit out the current football season but will be eligible for the 1985 campaign.

Abraham said on Wednesday that he had lost hope of playing the starting lineup with the Irish, where, of course, tailback Alvin Harper, who transfered to the University of Pittsburgh, is the No. 1 player.

"I just wasn't happy there - not with football, not with the social life, not with anything," said Abraham. "I guess I'm just a New York boy."

Syracuse coach Dick MacPherson has awarded Abraham a pre- arrival scholarship. Notre Dame released Abraham after he talked with the football coach about the release, Abraham would have been ineligible for two years had he transferred while redshirting this year at Syracuse.

Milt Jackson catches for 464 yards and two touchdowns in 39 "Small Wonder," who is returning to the starting lineup this year. Last year's Liberty Bowl, caught at least one pass every game last season. With a career average of 20.5 years per catch, Jackson is still the program's all-time leader in receiving yards.

"He's got a great style by catching three passes in every game of '83, and displayed the blocking, catching, and running skills necessary to get the job done with a flourish. His combined talents - accentuated by his tenacious style - could make him a match for former tight end greats like Dave Casper and Kellen Winslow," said Jackson.

"He's one of the toughest tight ends that I've ever seen in all my years of coaching. He has been the backbone of the tight ends in the country."

Milt Jackson is another returning player for the Irish.

Jackson, Miller, and Howard now, Jackson, Miller, and Howard has emerged as Bavaro's top backup.

Although Stock has plenty of confidence in his receivers, don't expect the Irish to come out throwing against Purdue tomorrow.

"Alvin's been blessed with a lot of favor, and mental tools to be a premier player," Stock said. "If Purdue is up to stopping Joe Howard, then Alvin will be the one we want to get the ball to, and even sometimes something special. He's a 6-4, 232 pound split end from Dallas, Tex., who made fast progress, he has a great attitude. He has the physical and mental tools to be a premier player.

"I'd like to depend on the contest," says Stock. "If Purdue is up to stopping Joe Howard, then we don't think you put one before the other.

"We're not that offensive. I think in this opening contest, we don't think you put one before the other."

"We're one of the most highly recruited football players in New York state after his 1982 senior season, Abraham will be returning home for the Crandies.

"He will have to sit out the current football season but will be eligible for the 1985 campaign.

Abraham said on Wednesday that he had lost hope of playing the starting lineup with the Irish, where, of course, tailback Alvin Harper, who transfered to the University of Pittsburgh, is the No. 1 player.

"I just wasn't happy there - not with football, not with the social life, not with anything," said Abraham. "I guess I'm just a New York boy."

Syracuse coach Dick MacPherson has awarded Abraham a pre- arrival scholarship. Notre Dame released Abraham after he talked with the football coach about the release, Abraham would have been ineligible for two years had he transferred while redshirting this year at Syracuse.

Mark Bavaro

Mark Bavaro has been an integral part of our team," said Stock. "But the Irish receivers would emerge to join the experienced trio. As of now, that has not happened. But the Irish receivers coach will try his best to get Canuck some playing time.

"Hopefully," says Stock. "If the opportunity presents itself, Pat Canuck will get a chance to see some action. He certainly has improved an awful lot and is a very important part of our team. As he stands now, Jackson, Miller, and Howard will get the most playing time."

Another possibility to see action at the wide receiver positions is junior Van Peary, who is back on offense after working out at free safety in the spring. Stock believes it is just a matter of time before the two-time letterman gets back into the system and becomes a factor.

"As far as the freshnesses are concerned, three have been impressive at times. Flanker Reggie Ward, a 5-11, 175-pounder from Long Beach, Calif., and Tim Brown, a 6-foot, 170-pound split end from Dallas, Tex., have both made the travelling squad. Also looking for playing time in Tony Eason, a 6-4, 185-pound flanker from Shoshomish, Wash. Stock feels that all three are in a position to "start putting some heat on the upstarts.""

"The tight end position will once again be in the capable hands of junior Mark Bavaro. The 6-4, 232-pound Bavaro had a solid year in '83, with 23 catches for 376 yards and three touchdowns. A tough blocker, Bavaro stepped in to start every game of '83, and displayed the blocking, catching, and running skills necessary to get the job done with a flourish. His combined talents - accentuated by his tenacious style - could make him a match for former tight end greats like Dave Casper and Kellen Winslow," said Jackson.

"He's one of the toughest tight ends that I've ever seen in all my years of coaching. He has been the backbone of the tight ends in the country."

Milt Jackson is another returning player for the Irish.

Jackson, Miller, and Howard now, Jackson, Miller, and Howard has emerged as Bavaro's top backup.

Although Stock has plenty of confidence in his receivers, don't expect the Irish to come out throwing against Purdue tomorrow.

"With the system that we've implemented," says the Irish receivers coach, "I think that we're far and away advanced in terms of knowledge of the system and familiarity with what we have to do to accomplish success. I think that the fact that we're older and more familiar with what we're doing will help us in an awful lot, even in this opening contest."

"I feel very comfortable with the people we have and the effort they've put forth. Now it's just a matter of execution and turnover, and attitude going into this contest."
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"With the system that we've implemented," says the Irish receivers coach, "I think that we're far and away advanced in terms of knowledge of the system and familiarity with what we have to do to accomplish success. I think that the fact that we're older and more familiar with what we're doing will help us in an awful lot, even in this opening contest."

"I feel very comfortable with the people we have and the effort they've put forth. Now it's just a matter of execution and turnover, and attitude going into this contest."

Although Stock has plenty of confidence in his receivers, don't expect the Irish to come out throwing against Purdue tomorrow.
Steelers topple Jets, 23-17

Associated Press
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. - David Woodley, coming back four days after a concussion, tossed two touchdown passes, and Gary Anderson had field goals of 32 and 52 yards, as the Pittsburgh Steelers topped the New York Jets, 23-17.

Woodley, knocked out of last Sunday's opening losses to Kansas City in the third quarter, his rookie Louis Lipp's 4-9 TD pass in the first period. Then, he tossed a 3-yard TD that another rookie, Weegie Thompson, plucked out of the air for the go-ahead score in the third period.

Anderson had field goals of 53 and 45 yards in the second quarter, and 27 in the fourth quarter. But he hooked two more, one from 27 and one from 23, and booted the PAT.

The Jets, playing before a crowd of 70,654 in their first regular-season home game at Giants Stadium, hooked two more, one from 27 and the go-ahead score in the third period.

Another outstanding offensive force returning for the Irish is junior Molly McCabe. McCabe, a backfield, time to progress from her 18-goal senior season, as a freshman, that backfield should be adequately covered.

Woodley, a superb playmaker who is closing in on the Notre Dame all-time assist mark held by Giana Marrone.

Brian Lawton powers Team USA over Czechoslovakia

Associated Press
BUFFALO, N.Y. - Two second-period goals by the Minnesota North Stars Brian Lawton snapped a 1-1 tie and powered Team USA to a 3-2 Canada Cup victory over Czechoslovakia yesterday.

Lawton chipped a rebound out of the air past Czechoslovakia goalie Dominik Hasek to give the United States the lead and then added the winning goal eight minutes later on a setup by Bobby Carpenter.

The victory gave the U.S. a 2-0-1 record in the six-nation round-robin tournament while the Czechs dropped to 0-2-1.

Offensively, Notre Dame is counting on the services of sophomore Corinne DiGiacomo to fill the huge hole left in the lineup by the graduation of its all-time leading scorer, Claire Henry. But if DiGiacomo can
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Cubs win, Mets lose; Chicago lead now at seven

Cubs 4, Expos 1

Associated Press

MONTREAL - Ryne Sandberg's sacrifice fly scored Bob Der nier from third in the eighth to lead the Chicago Cubs to a 4-1 victory over the Montreal Expos last night.

The victory, the Cubs' third in six games, increased the Cubs' lead in the National League Eastern Division to seven games over the New York Mets.

Der nier opened the eighth against Expos starter Charlie Lea, 15-10, by tripling. Sandberg followed with a deep fly ball.

In the ninth, the Cubs loaded the bases six times by Moreland, Dave Lopes and Jody Davis. Expos starter Charlie Lea, 15-10, by tripling. George Frazier, 5-2, who worked two hitless innings in relief of starter Dennis Eckersley, earned the victory.

The victory, the Cubs' third in six games, increased the Cubs' lead in the National League Eastern Division to seven games over the New York Mets.

Ryne Sandberg's sacrifice fly scored the runners and tied the score 1-1 in the seventh inning.

The victory, Chicago's fifth in six games, increased the Cubs' lead in the National League Eastern Division to seven games over the New York Mets.

Skeeter Barnes reached on third and advanced to second when he hit a two run homer. Enos Cabell singled home one run and Reynolds scored on a second career grand slam and sixth home run of the season, chasing Las

Reds 10, Padres 3

SAN DIEGO - Eric Davis and Wayne Krenchik homered, player-manager Dave Parker hit three home runs, and the Cincinnati Reds used a six-run sixth inning to defeat the San Diego Padres, 10-3, yesterday.

Parker homered twice in the fifth inning, the second in his last four games and provided the Reds' running game with a spark.

Krenchik homered for the first time of the season and ignited the Reds' big sixth inning, which included three runs on a bases-loaded single by Derrick May, who has the National League save record by pitching the ninth.

Giants 14, Astros 2

SAN FRANCISCO - Craig Reynolds' grand slam homer capped a six-run first inning and left hander Bob Knepper fired a seven hitter as the Houston Astros toppled the San Francisco Giants, 14-2, yesterday.

Knepper, 1-9, had two singles and three runs batted in. The Astros homered 16 hits.

Bill Doran walked, stole second, and scored on Terry Puhl's single off Vin Schiraldi, 0-1, who was making his second career start.

Knepper replaced Show and was greeted with an RBI single by Brad Gulden, who homered and doubled in the third. Bob Forsch, 2-4, the fourth of five Cardinal pitchers, gained the win. But Rhoden struck out Hubie Brooks and ended the inning by get
ging Danny Recep on a force play.

Pirates 2, Mets 0

PITTSBURGH - Rick Rhoden and Red Scully threw a combined five hitter and Jason Van Eyk was a two run homer as the last place Pittsburgh Pirates blanked the New York Mets, 2-0, last night.

Dominican Republics 11, United States 8

The Dominican Republics defeated the United States, 11-8, in the first round of the World Cup baseball tournament in Havana.

The Dominican Republics defeated the United States, 11-8, in the first round of the World Cup baseball tournament in Havana.

Rhoden, 6-2 in his last four starts, was solid and earned his third save.

NURSER A 3-4 lead through seven in the eighth inning and Bruce Sutter came on to get the last two out of the eighth.

NURSER scored in the ninth on a single. He scored on Dan Dries
tgreen's sacrifice fly.

Rhoden, 6-2 in his last eight decisions, was in trouble in the Mets' seventh when Keith Hernandez singled and Darryl Strawberry walked. But Rhoden struck out Hubie Brooks and ended the inning by get
ging Danny Recep on a force play.
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Irish go for national championship

By MARY SIEGER

This is it. This is the year to win the NCAA Division II national championship. At least that's what members of the Notre Dame women's tennis team say. Since the squad is in better shape, better spirits, and more ambitious than last season, it will pursue its goal more vigorously than in the past.

"This is the year for us this season since it's our last one in Division II," explained Notre Dame head coach Sharon Petro. "The conference is insisting we move up to Division I, meaning we will not be able to compete for NCAA national championships.

The Irish began their quest for the national championship today as the team travels to West Lafayette, Ind., to face the Purdue Boilermakers in their first dual meet of the season.

This afternoon's meet against the Boilermakers promises to be a difficult challenge for the Irish. Two years ago, the Boilermakers easily defeated Notre Dame, while last season the Irish rebounded to soundly defeat them. Now the Boilermakers are looking to even the score.

"I think it will be tough, but we'll pull through," says senior co-captain Lisa LaFratta.

The Irish will definitely miss the services of junior Susie Panther, who was injured earlier this week during practice. Panther, who usually plays number-one singles and number-two doubles, was expected to return to the lineup in time for next weekend's meet against the University of Illinois.

"It's going to be tough without Susie," says Petro. "I'm confident we'll win, but we all have to play well for us to win.

After the Purdue meet, the team plans to reconvene other Notre Dame students at the Hoosier Dome, and then remain in Indianapolis for a North Star Conference meet against Butler University on Sunday. The Irish expect to defeat Butler, and Petro is hoping to tally a score similar to last season's 9-0 rout.

Associated Press

Miami invades Michigan

Big Ten season opens tomorrow

The Big Ten football season opens in full force tomorrow highlighted by top-ranked and defending national champion Miami's invasion of six-time Big Ten champion Illinois.

Although Michigan coach Bo Schembechler has said he wants his team to play at least one game before encountering the powerful Hurricanese of an event so long lost through 104,000 at Ann Arbor.

Schembechler already has played two games, defeating then-top-ranked Auburn, 20-18, Aug. 27, and following with a 52-20 triumph over Florida State, 29-16, Aug. 31. The Hurricanees are playing their third game of the season period of 12 days.

"Those were two physical games and we have a lot of injuries," said Hurricanees' first-year coach Jimmy Johnson. "The schedule is taking its toll, the players said the coaches are drained. We did not play as well as we can Saturday. We don't have the spark we had."

In a way, Schembechler likes the idea of opening against Miami. "Playing Miami, the team is an interesting way to open the season," said Schembechler, "a little different than playing a non-ranked team. We're looking forward to this game."

But if Schembechler indeed has a couple of games under my belt," said Schembechler, who will start junior Jim Harbaugh at quarterback now that Sandy Smith is gone.

"Quarterback is our strong position and we will throw more this year," promised Bo, who in the past has not been exactly a disciple of the aerial game.

The Wolverines are trying to spring an upset, they will have to stop the Miami passing attack led by Bernie Kosar who has passed for more than 200 yards in six successive games and has three games of 300 or more yards.

"Kosar has a good arm, is tall and blessed with good receivers," said Schembechler. "Quarterbacks and ranked teams will highlight other Big Ten games this Saturday.

Ohio State, No. 6, will take on Oregon State; Notre Dame, No. 7, faces Iowa in Indianapolis; Hoosier Dome; 10th-ranked Iowa will be home against Mid Iowa State; and Northwestern, a 24-16 loser to防守ing champion Illinois in last week's season and conference opener, goes to 19th-ranked Washington.

The rest of the schedule finds Minnesota at Illinois, Rice at Minnesota, Northwestern at Indiana, Notre Dame at Wisconsin, Indiana at Duke, and Michigan State at Colorado.

Coach Earle Bruce of Ohio State has decided to start junior Jim Karsatos at quarterback in place of Mike Tomczak. Tomczak has recovered from a broken leg suffered last May and is available.

Purdue Coach Leon Burtnett has decided on his quarterback but refuses to announce it until Saturday. "Quarterback is our strong position and we will throw more this year," promised Bo, who in the past has not been exactly a disciple of the aerial game.

"We've prepared for both of them," said Notre Dame Coach Jimmy Johnson. "We've been working on our quarterback but refuses to announce it until Saturday. Our emphasis will be on conditioning, attention and footwork," says Petro. "If we work on that, then we'll have a good chance of winning the national title."

Mr. D's

1516 N. Ironwood
South Bend
233-7747

Ron Delacore

Notre Dame

SOUTH BEND, Ind.

Notre Dame-Saint Mary's sports weekend

TODAY

soccer

VS. Purdue 5 p.m.
Cartier Field

women's soccer

Saint Mary's vs.
Notre Dame 4:30 p.m.
Madeleve Field

SUNDAY

cricket

India vs.
"The World" 11:30 a.m.
Stefan Fields

field hockey

soccer vs.
Purdue 5 p.m.,
No. 2 Alumni field

TOMORROW

football

vs. Purdue 12:30 p.m.
Hoosier Dome

Notre Dame-Saint Mary's sports weekend
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All you talented singer dancers, musicians,technicians
and choreographers come on out of the d your costs

coming, so get exciting places, and do exciting things

All this & much more with
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Bloom County

Tanked McNamara

Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds

The Far Side

Gary Larson

Campus

• 6:30 p.m. — Mathematical Colloquium, "Geometry of C.R. Manifolds," Professor John Lee, Harvard University, Room 326 CCMH.
• 7 and 9:30 p.m. — M*A*S*H, "PAT PAT," Carroll Hall, 91.
• 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. — Film, "Ente Noa," Ane

nenberg Auditorium, Sponsored by Friday Night Film Series.

Saturday, Sept. 8

• 1:30 p.m. EST — Football, Notre Dame vs. Purdue, Indianapolis Hoosier Dome Stadium.

Sunday, Sept. 9

• 10:30 a.m. — Mass, Formal Opening of the School Year, Celebrant: Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., Homilist: Professor Timothy O'Meara, Provost, Sacred Heart Church.
• 2 p.m. — Soccer, ND vs. Louisville, Alumni Field.
• 2-3:30 p.m. — Reception, New Faculty Members, CCE.

TV Tonight

6:00 p.m. 16 NewsCenter 16
6:30 p.m. 16 22 Eyewitness News
7:00 p.m. 16 Baseball Pre-Game
7:15 p.m. 16 Comedy Zone
8:00 p.m. 16 Mov e - The Shadow Riders
10:00 p.m. 16 NewsCenter 16
11:00 p.m. 16 NBC Baseball
10:50 p.m. 16 Jimmy Swaggart Daily
11:00 p.m. 16 Tonight Show

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Protects
8 Girl's best friend, maybe
15 Famous box owner
16 Ruler
17 Against the law
18 Shiny ornament
19 Sharp
20 Imitative sound in falling
22 Computer ladder
23 Time zone abbr.
24 The Fox
25 Evergreen
26 Nest
27 Mr. Rorem
28 Gala occasions
29 Nest
30 Derisive sound
31 Mongrel dog
32 Single
33 Denoting the
34 Malicious
35 Got a
36 Single part
37 Attempt
38 Single part
39 Above
40 Savior
41 Common abbr.
42 Deface
43 Beetles
44 Make over
45 Peculiar
46 Builder's site
48 Builder's site
49 Clerical
50 -ish
51 Wheat or rye
52 Shielded from
53 "September Victory Celebration!!!
54 Lubricant
55 Metal mass
56 Legal in-
60 Years: Lat.
61 Respire
62 Article
63 "For - a 
64 Typical
65 Printer's measures
66 Typical
67 Specify by name
68 Declares
69 Eternal
70 Friend of
71 Place
72 Nervous
73 "Lest's king
74 Believe
75 Sta.
76 Performing pair
78 NewsCenter 16
79 Ceiling fan
80 Comedian Johnson
81 Article
82 "For - a 
83 Common abbr.
84 Typical
85 Printers measures

DOWN
1 Extra large rain
2 Draws
3 Narrow
4 Waterway
5 Paradise
6 Ship's progress record
7 Decorative hangings
8 Quip
9 Abandon hope
10 Malignant spirit
11 Brazilian timber
12 Repair
13 Actor Nick
14 Extreme fear
15 Quip
16 Hope's forte
17 "September Victory Celebration!!!
18 Burner
19 Horn. 1HATS
20 Tree
21 Friend of
22 Move - The Shadow Riders
23 "September Victory Celebration!!!
24 Hound of the Baskervilles
25 Sts.
26 "September Victory Celebration!!!
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Thursday's Solution

48 Walk easily
50 Sophia of the
51 Wheat or rye
53 Andes beast
54 Walking —
55 Metal mass
56 Legal in-
57 "September Victory Celebration!!!
58 Of a country
59 Certain
60 Siam's king
61 Quip
62 Soybean's
63 "September Victory Celebration!!!
64 "September Victory Celebration!!!
65 "September Victory Celebration!!!
66 "September Victory Celebration!!!
67 "September Victory Celebration!!!
68 "September Victory Celebration!!!
69 "September Victory Celebration!!!
70 "September Victory Celebration!!!
71 "September Victory Celebration!!!
72 "September Victory Celebration!!!
73 "September Victory Celebrat
74 "September Victory Celebrat
75 "September Victory Celebrat
76 "September Victory Celebrat
77 "September Victory Celebrat
78 "September Victory Celebrat
79 "September Victory Celebrat
80 "September Victory Celebrat
81 "September Victory Celebrat
82 "September Victory Celebrat
83 "September Victory Celebrat
84 "September Victory Celebrat
85 "September Victory Celebrat

Why not make SENIOR BAR your meeting place for FUN EVERY night of the week?

FRIDAY
Happy Hour 5:30 - 8
With our delicious fresh burgers
$14 Bollermakers
...and more delicious food
Come by at night to help celebrate our 
upcoming victory followed by breakfast at 
South Dining Hall 4:30 - 6:00.

SATURDAY
ND Victory Celebration!!!
DJ, dancing, food and drink!
14 oz. drafts $1.00

SOMEONE IS JUST WAITING TO MEET YOU...AT SENIOR BAR

© 1984 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD PRESENTS

Willie Nelson
LIVE AT THE ACC

September 19, 1984 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale at the S.A.B. Record Store
$12.00 & $13.00 Reserved Seating
Assistant Sports Editor

job (in Wednesday's game). In the Grace says. I thought we did a good game of the season Wednesday night our team will attempt to increase its in 1980, a 5-1 victory gave the Irish When Notre Dame last met Purdue their third win in four contests or how far they've progressed I says. "Exactly where they are now, upgrading their program," Grace says. "I expect what they are now, or how far they've progressed I don't know; he admits, however.

The Irish did meet Louisville last week, and they came away with a shutout of the Cardinals. Notre Dame holds the lead in the director series against Louisville, 3-0.

"Louisville, I know, has scholarship guys, they're getting them to program. To what extent, I don't know," Grace says. "I met with a pair of them a week or two ago, and he said he expected big things from them. I don't know if we're in the future, yet, for him. You know, he may be talking about the future like 1992, I don't know."

In Wednesday night's contest, the Notre Dame defense appeared very strong, except for one crucial error, which led to IUPU-Fort Wayne's only goal. The offense, however, still seemed to be lacking the cohesiveness that is vital if the ball to be successful.

"Every day, we see a little bit of progress," Grace says. "I thought we did a good job (in Wednesday's game). In the beginning of any season, you don't worry about how many goals you make; what you worry about is creating offensive opportunities. I could care less if we score two or if we score eight, but I care very much if we have 25 opportunities as opposed to 10. This is the thing you worry about.

One thing Grace says he will try to do in order to keep a high level of scoring is to use many substitutes. By using several players, the Irish coach hopes also to keep up the intensity of his team.

"I have a habit when subs go in to talk to them and tell them what I want to see from them." Grace explains. "Then when the other players come on, I talk to them and tell them what I saw in the game, so they can think about it.

"We'll shuffle even more as we get a couple people back a hundred percent. I figure the rules let me play 11 players. I can get a little bit better of a team playing with a great deal of substitution. I'm going to do it.

"If we can play four or five of our people on the bench and maintain that same high level of performance, we're much better off," Grace continues. "Obviously, 15 players can play with higher intensity for 90 minutes than 11 players can. It's very simple logic."

Two players who will be counted on to keep up the high level of intensity and the level of play this weekend are captains Rich Herdeg and Donn Driano. Herdeg, who scored both Irish goals in Wednesday's match, will be leading the offensive attack, while Driano anchors the powerful Notre Dame defense.

Grace says he thinks his team is on the verge of an offensive explosion this weekend, coupled with fine play from its defensive side.

"We created enough (opportunities) the other night," he explains. "And I've got to think they're really going to open up this weekend. I've just got a feeling that the Irish do, indeed, open up, especially Louisville will have a hard time trying to keep from being shut down.

You may remember the old aftershave commercial where a guy gets slapped in the face and says, "Thanks, I wish we could care less if we score two or if we score eight, but we really do not know, I admit, even how far they've progressed."

Events that are taking place are not often reported in any mention of the Irish. Yet, the team is still not forgotten. The players, too, have taken a much more business-like approach. They admit that they took a few teams to the cleaners, the coaches and players have to shield themselves from the taunts, criticisms and "expert" solutions.

That is why Notre Dame fans are the best around. It may be that we're going to open up this weekend, but if we have 25 opportunities as opposed to 10, this is the thing you worry about.

Senior Joe Howard is one of three premier players that receivers coach Mike Stock is counting on to play the splits end and flanker spots. Larry Burkhart gives a complete rundown of Stock's 1984 receiving corps, including the tight ends, in his story on page 15.

India vs. "the World"

By TOM YOON
Sports Writer

This Sunday at 11:30 a.m. behind Stapp Center, the gentleman's game of cricket will be played for the first time at Notre Dame. The game is being sponsored by the International Students Organization, and will showcase a meeting between India, which is captained by Harman Jattan, and "the World," which is captained by Winston Griffin.

Cricket, which is the mother sport of baseball, originated in England and later spread to its various colonies. The game is now played in England, Australia, the West Indies, India, Pakistan, New Zealand, Sri Lanka, and South Africa, a country which is banned from international competition. Cricket is the national pastime in many countries, such as baseball is for the United States.

The game of cricket is played with two teams, each consisting of 11 players who all dress in white. The field is oval-shaped and measures approximately 100 yards by 70 yards. The 22-yard-long rectangular area in the middle of the field is called the pitch, and fans will find that this is where most of the action takes place.

There are three positions in cricket: the bowler, the wicket-keeper, and the fielders. The bowler, who serves the same function as a pitcher in baseball, hurl's the ball, which is made of leather and harder than a baseball, toward the batsman at about 80 miles per hour. But unlike baseball where the strike zone is set by the umpire, the strike zone is vertical from the ground up.

Behind the batsman is the wicket-keeper, who is equivalent to the catcher, and the other nine players are the fielders, who play without gloves. At opposite ends of the pitch are wickets, equivalent to the bases in baseball.

In playing cricket, one batsman is at each wicket, each able to hit the ball. The bowler starts by running from outside the pitch area and, upon reaching the pitch line, bowls the ball to the batsman, who can hit it in any direction. If the ball is hit and rolls out of the boundary, the batsman is out. A team is out when four batters are put out.

If you recall that aftershave commercial, the hero of the story had lost control of his plane and was heading for a crash. Then the slap in the face allowed him to regain control. Notre Dame football needed a slap in the face to get back to its winning tradition. Let's hope that 1983 was that slap.